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intact and, if possible, to add new territories to his
Empire. For this reason he never shirked a war when
he believed, rightly or foolishly, that the Habsburgs'
interests or their prestige were at stake. When the
honour of the Family was involved, he could be stubbornly
brave. In 1706, for instance, he remained with his
army in Barcelona when it seemed certain that the
French would invade the city, and in 1713, when a
terrible plague epidemic was raging in Vienna, he stayed
in the city with his people.
Charles's courage was not spontaneously heroic, but
his sense of duty was considerably greater than his fears.
He would have preferred a quiet family life, devoted to
his hobbies and, above all, to hunting. "By nature
Charles was endowed with all the characteristics that
make a good middle-class subject," Frederick the Great
once said of him, " but he had not a single quality of a
great man." Like many ruling monarchs who have
little creative talent themselves, Charles was extremely
interested in music and in painting. He brought
architects—Fischer von Erlach, for instance—to Vienna
to make his capital more magnificent, he directed an
orchestra, he once wrote an opera, and he assiduously
collected pictures. One English contemporary who
visited his collection rather cruelly remarked, that
" the Emperor has some pictures of great value. I
went yesterday to see his repository . . . where they
seem to have been more diligent in amassing a great
quantity of things than in the choice of them."
Perhaps Charles had developed so many hobbies
because in his youth he had been " merely a second son,"
the younger brother of his clever and attractive brother
Joseph, who would obviously succeed their father,
Emperor Leopold I. It is recorded that Charles, who

